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Abstract

This paper examines the effects of intergenerationa] transfers on saving behavior by examin-
ing private wealth transfers targeted toward first-time hdme purchases. The study of transfer
behavior in the housing market is advantageous for a number of reasons: the down payment
requirement associated with home purchase can be thought of as an important, well-defined
borrowing constraint that most U.S. households face; private wealth transfers targeted to
home purchases are significant; and home equity is a highly important component of house-
hold wealth in the United Sha~es The empirical analysis shows that transfer recipients have
a saving rate that is lower than that of non-recipients by as much as 6 pgrcentage points,
representing a reduction of 39 to 49 percent in the household saving race. In addition, house-
holds tha~ receive transfers reduce the’ time required to save for ~he down payment by 22
percent. For each dollar of transfer received, households increase the ~to!lar amount of the

down pa2:ment by abou~ 85 cents, allowing them to achieve a high~~!~’:.~iown payment thresh-
old. Households also increase the value of the home purchased upo~’i½e&eiving a transfer, but
by an amount that is much lower than would be possible if the ;ransfer were fully leveraged.
The amount of the transfer appears ;o be ;argeted co help households achieve certain down
payment thresholds that give favorable ~erms on mortgages. Although the evidence suggests
that the availability of a transfer reduces household savings, we cannot rejec~ the alternative
hypothesis that transfer recipients are inherently low savers.



1 Introduction

Each year, billions of dollars of wealth are transmitted from one generation to another in

the form of intcrgenerationa] transfers. Gale and Scholz (1994) estimate theft 20 percent

of aggregate wealth accumulation in the United States can be accounted for by i~er vivos

transfers, with an additional 31 percent made up of bequests. The nature and role of in-

tergenerational transfers is of fundamental importance for determining the economic effect

of government debt, social insurance, and public transfer policies. Despite this, little empir-

ical examination has been undertaken of the effect of ~r~nsfer receip~ on household saving

behavior and, in particular, whether such transfers substitute for household savings.

This paper examines the effects of transfers on saving behavior by examining private

wealth transfers targete~ toward ~rst-time home purchases. The study of transfer behavior

in the housing market is advantageous for a number of reasons. First, the down paymen~

requiremen~ associated with home purchase can be thought of as a well-de~ne~ borrowing

constraint. Households wishing ~o own a ~rs~ home mus~ accumulate a down payment

ranging from 5 percen~ ~o 20 percent in order ~o qualify for a conventiona! mortgage in the

United States.~ For the average-pnce home~ m~ny households musz do substantial saving

~n order zo accumulate this amount. A transfer from a relative or friend may release this

borrowing constrainz an~ allow an otherwise constr~ine@ hou~ehol~ to save less~ purchase

darlier, or purchase a larger home than otherwise. Moreover, since mQre than 80 percen~ of

households in any g~ven birth cohort in the Unite~ S~a~es will eventually own a home, the

down payment requirement is a constraint that mosz househol@s face at some point.

Second, private wealth transfers targeted to home purchases are signi~cant. One in

~ve 5rst-time home buyers in the United States receives a ~nancial zransfer from a friend

or relative to help fund the down payment. Oonditional on receiving such a transfer, the

1Lenders offering mortgages with less than a 20 percent down payment typically require the household
to purchase pmva~e mortgage insurance (PMI) a~ additional cost.



amount is large: on average, more than half of the down payment (Engelhardt and Mayer

1994). Thus, transfers for down payments play an important role in financing home purchase,

particularly for young households with little accumUlated wealth.

Finally, apart from pension and Social Security wealth, home equity is the single largest

component of household wealth in the United States (Poterba; Venti, and Wise 1994]. Data

from the 1990 Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) show that median housing

equity was more than !1 times as large as median liquid assets among all homeowners. Even

for homeowners over 65, that ratio was still more than 3 to 1 (Mayer and Simons 1994).

Thus. changes in the frequency and magnitude of transfers for home purchase may have

important effects on the household saving rate.

The empirical analysis in this paper uses newly acquired household-level data from the

1988, 1990, and 1998 National Surveys of Recent Home Buyers conducted by the Chicago

Title and Trust Company. These survey data are unique in that they include information

on transfers received, accumulated savings, and time required to save the down paymenl,

data that are not available from other household surveys. These data can be used to esti-

mate the effect of transfers on saving behavior. The empirical results suggest that transfers

significantly release the borrowing constraint caused by the down payment requirement:

Households that receive such transfers have a saving rate that is ]0wer by as much as 6

percentage points, or a 39 to 49 percent reduction in the household saving rate. In addition,

households that receive transfers reduce the time required to save for the down payment by

22 percent. For each dollar of transfer received, households increase the dollar amount of

the down payment by 85 cents. Households also increase the value of the home purchased

upon receiving a transfer, but by an amount that is much lower than would be possible if

the transfer were fully icveragcd. The amount of the transfer appears to ]~� targeted to help

households achieve certain down payment thresholds that give favorable terms on mortgages.

Although the evidence suggests that the availability of a transfer reduces household savings,

it is not possible to rc:ect the hypothesis that transfer recipients are inherently low savers.



The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the findings from the

previous literature; it is followed by a discussion of how transfers might affect saving and

housing behavior. The effects Of transfers on household saving and housing purchase behavior

are then estimated. The conclusion discusses the implications of these results for the savings

behavior of young households and poses an agenda for future research.

2 Previous Literature

A number of previous studies of intergenerational transfers provide evidence tha~ transfers are

targeted to liquidity-constrained households.~ In some of these studies, the exact form of the

liquidity constraint is not specified; rather, ’~constrained" households typically are identified

as those with low current and high permanent income,a Cox (1990) uses the President’s

Commission on Pension Policy household survey to estimate probit specifications for the

receipt of a transfer. He finds that households with low current income and high permanent

income are significantly more likely to receive transfers, which he interprets as evidence that

transfers are targeted to constrained households. Younger households, married households,

and female-headed households are significantly more likely to receive transfers, as well.

The 1988 Survey of Consumer Finances (SOF) asked questions about whether the house-

hold had been either denied credit or discouraged from applying for credit because it thought

it would be denied. Cox and gappe!li (1990) use responses from these questions as a mea-

sure of whether a household is liquidity constrained. They find that transfers are targeted to

constrained households in the SCF and that even after controlling for transfers, many con-

sumers remain constrained. In addition, contro!ling for this measure of liquidity constraint,

young and female households, and those with low current and high permanent income are

2See Cox (!990), Cox and gappelli (1990), Guiso and [Iappe!li (1991), and Mayer and Engelhardt (1994).
aPermanent income either is proxied by educational attainment or is estimated using age-earnings profiles

as in King and Dicks-Mireaux (1982).



still significantly more likely to receive transfers, as found in Cox (1990).4 Cuiso and Jappelli

(1991) use Italian household data on transfers and find similar results. Finally, whereas the

various measures of income, access to credit, and demographic characteristics explain the

wecez1~t of a transfer quite well, Cox and Jappelli (1990) find that these variables explain the

g~o~a~ of a transfer surprisingly poorly.

Mayer and Engelhardt (1994), lookiflg specifically at the probability of receiving a transfer

for home purchase using a sample of mortgage applicants, find similar results to those of Cox

and Jappelli. Because they use data from the mortgage application, Mayer and Engelhardt

have more accurate measures of credit history and net worth. Consistent with the previo{~s

literature, they find that hous~eholds with a worse credit history, more education, and a lower

net worth are more likely to receive a transfer.

While finding evidence that transfers are targeted to constrained households, none of

these papers estimates how transfers affect saving behavior. A notable exception is Well

(1994), who studies the effect of expected bequests and bequest receip; on the consumption

behavior of young households. Weil uses questions from the 1984 wave of the Panel Survey

of Income Dynamics (PSID) ;o measure both benuests received and expectations of future

bequests. He estimates that consumption is about 5 percent higher for households that

anticipate but have not yet received a bequest. Furthermore, consumption is an estimated

10 percent higher for households that have received a bequest. However, consumption is

differentially lower by about 6 percent for households that have received a bequest, but

anticipate another bequest. In addition, Engelhardt (1995) finds a dollar-for-dollar saving

offset of bequests for the median household using the 1984 and 1989 asset and debt data in

the PSID. These results suggest that both household consumption and saving decisions are

quite responsive to bequests.

~Blacks were found so be significantly less Iikety ~o receive a transfer.



Transfers, Saving, and Housing Behavior

Most models of home ownership, including Rosen (1983) and Poterba (1992), for example,

assume that the transition from ren[ing to owning a home generates a net gain in household

utility, usually motivated by the favorable tax status of owner-occupied housing in the U.S s

In these models, the household makes its tenure decision by comparing its user cost of

renting with i~s user cost of owning and frictionlessly choosing the cheaper mode of tenure.

An equilibrium distribution of owners and renters is generated by a threshold marginal tax

race in which households with marginal tax races above the threshold rate own, and those

below rent.

Such a frictionless model has less relevance in the presence of mortgage contracts with

down-payment requirements. With down payments, households muss first have a minimum

level of wealth in order to purchase a home, regardless of user cos; calculations. The need so

save for the down payment implies a dynamic trade-off: The household must compare the

present discounted value (p.d.v.) of utility gamed from consuming owner-occupied housing

[at a low user cost) with the p.d.v, of forgone utility associated with renting and saving

for the down payment. Because the p.d.v, of the benefits of owning decrease with waiting

time, the household would like to become a home owner as soon as possible. Under these

assumptions, Artle and Variaya (1978) have shown that the down payment acts as a binding

liquidity constraint. As a result, the household will hold consumption low as a renter in

order to accumulate the down paymen~ but purchase a smatler home than it would if not

constrained.6 Furthermore, in a world with a menu of down payment requirements and

mortgage terms from which to choose (e.g., !0 percent down plus private mortgage insurance

SHenderson and Ioannides (i983) use externalities in the rental market rather than ~ax considerations ~o
generate a net utility gain from owner-occupied housing.

6Plaut (1987), Brueckner (1986), Engelhardt (I994a, 1994b), and Sheiner (1995) provide treatments and
extensions of this model. Engelhardt (!994b) provides empirical suppor~ ~hat down payment constraints
affect the consumption of renber households. Other empirical evidence in suppor~ ot[ this model is provided
by Jones (1995).
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or 20 percent down without private mortgage insurance), the down payment amount will be

endogenous.~ Constrained households will respond by putting down as little as possible.

Assuming that an intergenerational transfer is expected, the transfer will relax the bor-

rowing constraint and thus affect the Behavior of the household in a number of possible ways.s

First, holding the period of purchase and the house value constant, the household may save

less and consume more as a renter, as the transfer substitutes for savings the household would

have olherwise accumulated subject to the liquidity constraint. Second, the household may

choose to hold its own savings constant and make a larger down payment,-and thus reduce

its level of mortgage debt. The importance of this effect may increase if the household was

also constrained by the obligation ratio or required to purchase private mortgage insurance

(PMI). Even if consumption as a renter is held constant, the household may buy sooner than

without the transfer, capturing the net gains to home ownership earlier in life. Finally, the

household could purchase a larger home (higher-valued) than otherwise, both because the

household is wealthier and because the down payment constraint has been relaxed.9 Holding

the the down payment percent constant, a higher-valued home implies a larger dollar amount

offered as a down payment, In the absence of corner solutions, households will adjust to some

extent on all of these margins.

The above discussion assumes that households that receive a transfer would otherwise

7Models of credit markets with asymmetric information may result in lending institutions pioviding a
menu of mortgage contracts to consumers. Menu choices may vary by interest rate, down payments, term
(15-year, 20-year, 30-year, etc.), type (fixed rate or adjustable rate), and points. The traditional motivation
for such a menu has been that it allowed households of different default probabilities to self-select based
on the terms of the contract. These models are reviewed in Jaffee and Stiglitz (1990) and Stanton and
Wallace (1995). However, there is empirical evidence that consumers do s~lf-select in these contracts based
on prepayment probabilities as well. See Brueckner (1994) and Chan (1995). Jones (1993) explores models
of mortgage debt.

8This discussion assumes that the household knows the amount of the transfer when it begins saving to
purchase the house. A subsequent section will explore empirically what happens if the household can predict
the ~tansfer amount only with some error.

9This increase in value of the home could come from purchasing a larger number Of units of housing for
the same price per unit, or could come from purchasing the same number of units of housing at a increased
price per unit. An increased price per unit might represent a change of neighborhoods, for example. That
is. a transfer might allow a household to purchase a home in an area that they otherwise would not choose.



have the same savings behavior as households that do not get any help from relatives.

Previous research, however, suggests that transfer recipients appear to be more constrained

than other first-time buyers. This evidence is consistent with heterogeneity in household

discount rates, as well as possible differences in the age profile of lifetime earnings. If families

give more money to children with a lower ratio of current to lifetime income or a higher

discount rate, transfer recipients would appear to be lower savers~ but the explanation would

be unobserved heterogeneity across households rather than differences in savings behavior

due to transfers per so.I°

4 Empirical Analysis

The empirical analysis presented below examines the effect of the receipt of transfers on

saving behavior, using evidence from the housing market where, as described above, liquid-

ity constraints frequently bind and substantial transfers occur. The theoretical predictions

outlined above indicate that households may respond to transfers for down payments in a

number of ways: reduce saving, change the size of the mortgage, purchase earlier, or buy

a larger home. In particular, the analysis seeks to estimate the savings offset from transfer

receipt, as well as the extent of the adjustment on these other margins.

The analysis uses survey data collected in t988~ 1990, and 1993 from a random sample

of recent home buyers in 18 major U.S. cities by the Chicago Title and Trust Company

(CT&;T).n The surveys are conducted in January among all households that purchased

a home during the previous calendar year, whether first-time or repeat home buyers. The

survey covers a total of 1,800 households in 18 major metropolitan areas: Boston, New York,

1°However, this may be inconsistent with a!truistically motivated transfers since inherently low saving
households will be households with a- low marginal utility of consumption, cstssi.s pgribus, and hence would
be less likely to receive transfers.

nThese random samples are not from Chicago Title and Trust’s customer base but are based on public
record home sales transactions for each metropolitan area in the survey. The field surveys are performed by
Market Facts, Inc. for the Chicago Title and Trust Company.



Philadelphia, Washington, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis, Atlanta, Dallas/Fort

Worth, Memphis, Orlando, Los Angeles, Orange County, San Francisco, Denver, Phoenix,

and Seattle!Tacoma. Data from these surveys have Been used by other authors, including

Poterba (1992), Skinner (1992), Sheiner (1995), and Engelhardt (1994a).

The CT&T survey asks recent home buyers, both first-time and repeat buyers, about, their

demographic characteristics (gender~ age and marital status of the head of the household,

and family size), household income, city of residence, the type of house purchased and its

price, the type and amount of mortgage obtained~ the amount and source(s) of the down

payment, and the amount of time spent saving the down payment. Sources of the down

payment include funds from relatives or friends, household savings, and funds borrowed

from a lending institution. The information on the amount of household savings~ the time

required to save for the down payment, and transfers makes this data set very useful for

examining the @ffect of tranders on saving. The survey’s main drawback iS the lack of

information about education, total net worth, Credit and job histories, and family wealth,

all factors that affect the likelihood of a receipt of a transfer.~2

The sample used in this analysis includes the first-time home buyer households in the

1988, 1990, and 1993 surveys with complete data, but it excludes 64 households that reported

using funds from sources other than househo!.d savings, transfers, or funds borrowed from a

lending institution, because it was difficult to determine where these funds originated. This

exclusion did not affect the results of the analysis.~3 The sample contains a total of 1144

households, 378 from the 1988 survey, 392 from the 1990 survey, and 374 from the 1993

survey.

Table 1 presents means (and standard deviations in parentheses) for selected variables for

l~Cox (1990), Cox and Jappelli (1990), and Guiso and 3appelli (1991) have shown that education is an
impor~an~ determinant of transfer receipt. Mayer and Engelhardt (1994) have shown that net worth, credit
history and job history also affect the likelihood of receipt of a transfer for a down pa.ymcn~.

13Estimation r~sults with these additional households included in the sample are available from the authors
upon request.



the entire sample in column I, as well as for the subsamples of households that did and did

not receive a transfer for the down payment in columns 2 and 3, respectively.14 Two hundred

and fifty households, or 22 percent of the sample, received transfers targeted towards home

purchase. The average transfer comprised more than half of the down payment. Column

4 gives the absolute value of the test statistic for the test of the equality of the means

between transfer recipients and non-recipients.Is Recipients and non-recipients do not differ

significantly in terms of demographic characteristics and income.16 However, recipients are

very differen~ from non-recipients in terms of financial characteristics. They use much less

of their own savings to fund the down payment, 42.8 percent versus 96.9 for non-recipients.

The CT&~T surveys report the time required to save the down payment in categories. The

actual survey question is "From the time you actively started saving for your home, about

how long did it take you to save enough money for your down payment?" The interviewer

then placed the respondent’s answer into one of the following categories: (i) less than one

year, (2) one to two years, (3) three to four years, (4) five to six years, (5) seven to i0

years, (6) II to 15 years, (7) 16 to 20 years, (8) more than 20 yearsJ7 The mean time-

to-save tabulations presented in Table 1 are calculated by assigning each household a time-

to-save equal to the midpoint of its reported category~ where the midpoint was determined

in proportion to the number of households in the two neighboring cells. By this measure,

transfer recipients require about nine months (eight-tenths of a year) less time-to-save for

the down payment. Based on the mean time-to-save for non-recipients of 3.5 years, this

represents a 22.8 percent reduction in time-to-save and is statistically significantly different

from zero. Recipients also have a higher down payment as a percentage of the purchase price

of the home. They appear to be more income-constrained than other buyers~ however, with

a higher monthly payment-to-income, or obl~gation, ratio.

~4AII dollar amounts are given in real 1992 dollars.
iSBased on a test of the means assuming unequal variances.
~6The one exception is household s~ze, where transfer recipients appear ~o have larger households.
~The interviewer did not read these categories to the respondcn~ prior ~o the answer.



Thus, a simple comparison of means indicates that transfer recipients appear to be more

financially constrained than non-recipients, which is consistent with the findings of Cox

(1990), Cox and Jappelli (1991), and Guiso and Jappelli (1991), and that transfers signif-

icantly reduce both the amount of accumulated savings required and the time-so-save for

home purchase. The nex~ two subsections further explore the empirical relationship between

transfers and the timing of home purchase and household saving behavior, conditioning on

other factors that might affect the robustness of these findings.

4.1 The Transfer-Saving Offset

The CT&~T surveys do not ask for household total net worth or annual total saving. The

sample has measures of household saving and wealth only as related to housing. That is, only

the dollaf amount of wealth put into the down payment and, therefore, into home equity,

is reported in the survey. This omission complicates the measurement of household saving,

although the typical household has very little left over after making the down payment. Fo~

e~xample, data from the 1990 SIPP show that median liquid wealth for recent home buyers

is only one-fifteenth as large as median housing equity.~8

To understand the biases associated with measuring the amount of saving placed into

housing instead of total household saving, consider the difference between a borrowing-

constrained household and an unconstrained household, both saving for a first home. For the

constrained household (and in the absence of any precautionary motives to save)~ the saving

done for the down payment will be all of the household’s saving~ by de~nition. Thus, knowing

the amount of accumulated wealth placed into the down payment, as well as the length of

time needed to accumulate that wealth, is su~cient to know the constrained household’s

total annual saving. However. for the unconstrained household~ knowing the down payment

amount and the length of time n~ede~ to accumulate that down payment is nol enough to

18-A-uthors’ calculations.

i0



know the household’s total annual saving. In fact, using accumulated wealth in the down

payment as a basis for household saving is likely to underestimate household saving for

unconstrained households.

To formalize, let S~ be the total amount of wealth for household { in period ~ placed into

the down payment. In addition, let ri, be the time required to save S for the down payment.

Then,

(1)

is a measure of the average annual saving in do!lar terms done by the household and

is a measure of the household saving rate as a percentage of pre-vax household income. If

si"~ is the true household saving rate, then

- (3)sit -- s~t

for constrained households and

(4)

for unconstrained households; or,

*Sit -- Sit -r- Wit

where r/i~ is the measurement error in the household saving rate, when the rate is constructed

from accumulated saving in the down payment.

The previous literature on transfers has documented that transfers are targeted toward

liquidity-constrained households. Consequently, the measurement error in the saving rate,

Wit, wii1 be negatively correlated with any measure of transfer receipt. Therefore, estimation

11



of a model of the form

(6)

where iPi~ is a measure of transfer receipt and zz~ includes the measurement error rT~t, will yield

an estimate of V that is biased upward toward zero. (The predicted value of w is negative.)

That is, using a measure of household saving that is constructed from the accumulated down

payment will yield an underestimate (in absolute value) of the transfer-saving offset.19 In

addition, the transfer may be measured with error, or the actual transfer amount may be

different than expected. These cases will be discussed shortly.

Table 2 presents the estimation resul~s for the specification given in equation (6) for the

sample of 1144 households described above. The dependen~ variable is the household saving

rate as measure@ in equation (2)~ where ~ is the dollar amount of accumulated savings

placed into the down payment at the time of home purchase and ~ is the time required to

save for the down paymen~ in years. As noted ahoy% ~ is reported in categorical form rather

than as a continuous variable in the survey. For the speci~catioms in columns I and 2~ the

midpoint of each category was assigned ~o each household as tha~ household~s time-to-save

for the ~own payment as described above. The primary ~rawback of using the midpoints

of the time-to-save categories ~o e~timate~household saving rates is that the saving ra~es

constructed are not consistent estimates of the true saving rates.~° Thus~ in columns ~ and 4

of Table 2~ the specifications in columns 1 and 2 are rcestimated using consistent estimates

of the household sawng ra~es~ where consistent estimates of ~ are the predicted time-to-save

for each household from the estimated specifications in Table ~ discussed below. ~ is the

pre-tax household income.~

19The direction of this bias is supported by the results in Mayer and Engclhardt (1994). Using a sample

of mortgage applicants, the authors find that controlling for the down payment, the probability of a transfer
is negatively related to total net worth.

~°See Stewart (1983).
21Technically~ since the predicted time-to-save for each household is a function of the same set of explana-

tory variables as found in the saving ra~e equation, the parameter estimates in columns 3 and 4 are identified

by cross-household variation iz S{t, th~ amount of accumulated saving~ and by the non-linear functional form

12



The specifications in columns 1 and 3 model the household saving rave as a function of

the ratio of real median metropolitan house prices co real income, household size, dummy

variables for marital status, gender, age category, and spousal employment status, year dum-

mies, and city dummies. The explanatory variable of interest again is the transfer dummy

variable.22 The estimates in Column 1 imply that the receipt of a transfer is significantly

correlated with a reduction in household saving: recipients have saving rates that are 6.9

percentage points lower than those of non-recipients. The estimate in column 3 using pre-

dicted time-to-save in the construction of the household saving rate implies a reduction of

5.6 percentage points. The mean saving raze for n6n-transfer recipients in the sample is 14.5

percent33 Therefore, the receipt of a transfer is associated with a reduction in the saving

rate of between 39 and 48 percenv.

In columns 2 and 4, the transfer measure is the vransfer-to-income ratio. Based on the

esvirnates in column 2, an increase in transfer-to-income ratio of 1 decreases the household

saving rate by 2.3 percentage points. The mean transfer-to-income ratio for transfer recip-

ients in the sample was 0.27. Therefore, evaluated a~ the mean transfer-to-income ratio,

the estimate in column 2 implies that the household saving rave is 1.2 percentage points

lower for transfer recipients than non-recipients. The esvimation results in column 4 imply

a three-quarters of a percentage point reduction in the saving rate for transfer recipients

These results from columns 2 and 4 imply that transfer receipt is associated with a reduction

in saving of 8 and 5 percent, respectively.

The results from Table 2 indicate a robust inverse relationship between transfer receipt

and the household saving rate. One interesting finding is that the measure of the transfer

used in the empirical specifications matters. In particular, the magnitude of the responses

of the likelihood function given in equation (!0) below.
22AlI the specifications in Table 3 were estimated using mean regression. Median regression yielded similar

estimates. They are available from the authors upon request.
~aReca!l that this is no~ a random sample of American households ~he aggregate household saving ra~e

was around ~ percen~ in this period (Bosworth. Burtless, ~nd Sabelhaus 1991’.. These are high-saving
households ~h~{ are up agains~ a potentially binding borrowing constraint.

13



to transfer receipt differs- substantially depending on whether the explanatory variable is

specified as a dummy variable or as the transfer amount. A number of possible explanations

for this divergence can be offered.

First, the reported transfer amount could be a noisy measure of the true transfer received.

That is, the dummy variable may accurately pick up those households that received transfers,

but the transfer amount may actually be very noisy. Measurement error in the transfer

amount would bias the estimated saving offset upward, toward zero. Thus, the saving offset

would be smaller when the transfer amount was used rather than the transfer dummy.

Second, to the extent that some uncertainty existed about the magnitude of the transfer the

household would receive, the dummy variable may measure whether or not the household

expected ;o receive a transfer, and the transfer amount may measure that expected transfer

plus any unexpected component, or forecast error, of the transfer. If household estimates

suffer from forecast error, then the estimated offset would be biased upwards towards zero.

- An Mternative interpretation is that the divergence in findings from using the two transfer

measures is evidence of a fixed effect in saving. Since the dummy variable provides such large

results, but the actual amount does not, the dummy might really be picking up a fixed effect:

The saving of transfer recipients is systematically different from that of non-recipients in

ways that just happen so be correlated with transfer receipt. The mos; basic form of a fixed

effect would be if low-saving households received transfers and those households’ saving was

tow for reasons unrelated to the transfer. If high-discoun~-ra~e households (i.e., low-saving

households) receive transfers, then one would expect co find a negative relationship between

saving and transfer receipt in a saving regression.

14



4.2 Transfers and the Timing of Home Ownership

TO explore further the effect of transfer receipt on the timing of home purchase, we model

the time-to-save for the down payment as

where ~-~t is the true time-to-save for the down payment, measured continuously, X is a

vector of explanatory variables which determines the time-to-save for the down payment,

and ~ ~ N(O, o-~).

However, as noted above, r{~ is not observed for each household in the survey but may

fall into eight possible ca;egories: (1) less than one year, (2) one ~o two years, (8) three to

four y~, (4) ~ ~o ~i~ y~,~, (S) ~w~ ;o ~0 y~, (~) ~ ~o ~S y~r~, (r) ~ ~o ~0

(8) more than 20 years, r;~ falls into the jth cavegory if

For those categories with time-co-save of seven years or more, the sample contained too few

observations ~o achieve convergence for the likelihood function given below. Therefore, we

use five feasible categories: j - 0, !,2, ...,5, which implies c~0 - 0, c~a - !, c~ - 3, c~a = 5,

Because the time-to-save data are reported categorically, ordinary least squares estima-

tion of equation (7) will no; yield consistent parameter estimates. Instead, the statistical

model in (7) and (8) is estimated by maximum likelihood, as follows. Define Z such that

Zit~ equals 1 if ~it falls into the jth category and zero otherwise. For example, if household

~ in period ~ required less than one year to save for the down payment, then c~0 < ~-it < c~a,

which implies that Zitl - !. Thus, write the probability of observing household i in period



having a time to save for down payment in category j as

where ~ is the normai cumulative distribution function. This implies a likelihood function

of the form

L     ar s             ’                    ’      --=

for the ~ described above.

The parameter estimates for this maximum likelihood problem are given in Table 3.

Column i models the time-;o-save as a function of the real median metropolitan house prices,

rea! income, household size, and dummy variables for maritM status, gender, age category,

and spousal employment status, as wel! as year dummies and city dummies. The explanatory

variable of interest is a dummy variable that takes on a value of one if the household received

a transfer targeted toward the down payment and zero otherwise. The estimated parame;er

on this dummy is -0.758 and is significantly different from zero (standard errors are given in

parentheses). This estimate indicates that, controlling for other factors, transfer recipients

purchase homes three-quarters of a year, or nine months, earlier than non-recipients. Since

the average time-~o-save in the sample is 3.5 years for non-recipients, this represents a 21.7

percent reduction in time needed ~o save to overcome the borrowing constrain~ imposed by

the down payment requirement.

The estimated coefficients on the other explanatory variables are ir~teresting as well.

Controlling for a!] other factors, including income and city effects, successful home-buying

households require an additional half-year to accumulate the down payment for an additional

$100,000 in median rea! house prices. An additional $10,000 of household income reduces the

time-to-save by one month, and younger households that purchase a home take substantially

less time ;o save than otder households.



Column 2 employs the same covariates as column I but measures transfer receipt in dollar

terms. These estimates also indicate that transfer receipt is inversely related to time-to-save,

and that this relationship is significantly different from zero. The point estimate implies that

for each $i0,000 of transfer, time-to-save falls by 1.2 months. The mean transfer amount

conditional on receiving a transfer is $127700; therefore, at the mean, this represents a 4

percent reduction in time needed to save to overcome the down payment constraint.

The specifications in columns 1 and 2 indicate a robusi inverse relationship between

transfer receipt and time-to-save Once again, however, the estimated effect of transfers on

time-to-save varies substantially with the definition of the transfer variable. In particular~

whether or not the household receives the transfer matters matters much more than the

actual magnitude of the transfer.

4.3 Adjustments on Other Margins

These results ~how that households that receive a transfer have significantly lower times-to-

save and household saving rates. However, the theoretical discussion in Section 3 suggests

that households also adjust their housing behavior to the receipt of transfers on other mar-

gins. In this section, we estimate the effect of the transfer receipt on the size of the mortgage

chosen and on the size of the home purchased.

First, note that the down payment and the amount of mortgage debt must sum to the

purchase price of the home and that households have three possible sources of down payment

funds: accumulated household savings (S), funds borrowed from a lending institution (B),

and funds from a transfer from a friend or relative (T). Let D denote the dollar amount of

the down payment offered by the household; then the following relationship holds:

The effect of a transfer on the dollar amount of the down payment~ on dollars of own
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accumulation, and on dollars borrowed is modeled as a function of rea! median metropolitan

house prices, real income, household size, dummy variables for marital status, gender, age

category, and spousal employment status, year dummies, city dummies, and a variable for

transfer receipt.

The results of this estimation are presented in Table 4. Columns 1 through 3 show the

parameter estimates for each of the equations. Year and city dummy variables are included

in al! of the specifications. The results from column 1 indicate that an increase of one dollar

in transfer increases the dollar amount of the down payment by 85 cents. Also, a one-dollar

increase in the real median house price raises the amount of the down payment by 12.8

cents, which seems reasonable, and a one-dollar increase in real household income increases

the down payment by 24 cents. The results in column 2 indicate that a one-dollar increase

in transfer decreases the amount of own accumulation by 14 cents.24 Finally, as shown in

column 3, .an additional dollar of transfer results in no significant offset of funds borrowed

for the down payment.2~

The results from Table 4 show that each additional dollar of transfer received leads to

an 85 cent increase in the dollar amount of the down payment. This increase in the down

payment could come in part from an increase in the value of the home purchased. The

responsiveness of housing value to transfer receipt is examined in Table 5. The results

indicate that an additional dollar of transfer is associated with a $1.74 increase in the price

of the home purchased. At a 15 percent down payment (the sample mean for transfer

recipients), one additional dollar of resources could increase the value of the home purchased

24The mean transfer amount for recipients was $12,684 and the mean own accumulation for non-recipients
was $18,323, which implies that transfer recipients reduced their accumulation by about 10 percent, consis-
tent with the results from column 3 of Table 3.

;SUnder the identifying assumption that transfers affect the decisions to save, borrow, and receive funds
from other sources, equation (11) implies that the effect of the receipt of a transfer on the dollar amount of
the down payment is

dD dS dB- ~- + ~ (~2)d:r dr ~
The p-value reported in Table 4 is for the test of this implied restriction. It cannot be rejected for the
specification.
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by a maximum of $6.67 (i.e., 1.00/0.15), ceteris paribus. The coefficient estimate implies

that the actua! increase is just 26 percent of this maximum amount.

Households may also be concerned with the l~inancing that they receive, not just whether

or not they purchase a house. Because private mortgage insurance, commonly required for

mortgages with a down payment of less than 20 percent, can be costly, households with

access to a transfer may choose to avoid it by making a larger down payment.2~ In addition,

households can get mortgages with even less than i0 percent down by participating in special

programs, some of which have very restrictive requirements (maximum income and house

price levels) and charge higher interesz rates.~7

Table 6 provides estimates of a pr0bit model in order ~o examine the effect of transfers

on the down payment decision, taking into accounl speci~c down payment thresholds. In

column i~ the dependent variable is a dummy variable thai takes on ~ value of one if the

household made ~ down paymen~ of i0 percent or more and ~ value of zero otherwise.

Controlling for other factors which affect the down payment decision, the estimates suggest

that a ~ransfer recipient is s~gni~cantly more {ik.ely ~o pu~ down ~en percenz or more for a

down paymenz. The marginal effect of being a ~ransfer recipient on the likelihood of putting

down I0 percen~ ar more is given in brackets below the parameter estimate.~ A transfer

recipient has a 7.6 percentage point higher pr.obability of putting down I0 percent or more

relative ~o a non-recipient. ~n column 2, the ~ransfer amoun~ is used in place of the transfer

dummy. Unlike previous resul~s, however, the size of the ~ransfer has a much larger effect on

the down payments threshold than a dummy variable representing the receipt of the ~ransfer.

26Private mortgage insurance adds up to 0.75 of’a percentage poin~ to the interest rate on the mortgage.
For a buyer who would normally put down 15 percent as a down payment, an extra 5 percent down would
earn a shadow return equal to the mortgage rate plus up to 12 percentage points.

27FHA mortgages, for example, allow as little as 5 percen~ down, but h~ve low maximum house values
rand charge an effective interest rate that is ~bove market r~es.

ZSThe marginal effect is calculated a~ the mean of the explanatory variables. For the transfer dummy
variable, the marginal effect is the impa~t of a switch from 0 to 1 on the probability of putting at least 10
percent down. For the continuous gift variable, the marginal effect is calculated as the difference between
a zero transfer and the mean transfer of $12,700. Marginal effects for the other explanatory variables are
available from the authors upon request.
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The marginal effect of receiving the mean transfer ($12,700) is a 27.5 percentage point higher

probability of putting down 10 percent or more.

In~ column 3, the dependent variable is a dummy variable that takes on a value of one if

the household made a down payment of 20 percent or more and a value of zero otherwise.

As mentioned above, a down payment of 20 percent or more allows the household to avoid

purchasing private mortgage insurance. The estimates suggest that a transfer recipient is

only marginally significantly more likely to put down 20 percent or more for a down payment.

The marginal effec± of being a transfer recipient is a 5.6 percentage point higher probability

of putting down 20 percent or more. The transfer amount is highly significant and has a

much larger marginal effect on the probability of putting 20 percent or more down (a 22.8

percent increase) than the transfer dummy variable.

The specifications in columns 3 and 4 compare the down payment decisions of households

making large down payments of 20 percent or more with households that make both small

(less than I0 percent down) and moderate (I0 to 19 percent down) down payments. A more

approlSriate comparison group mlght be jus~ households making moderate down payments.

Therefore, columns 5 and 6 repeat the specifications in columns 3 and 4~ but estimate the

model on the subsample of 756 households that put at least I0 percent down. For this

subsample~ the estimates in column 5 suggest that a transferrecipient is not more likely

to put down 20 percent or more for a down payment. However, in column 6~ the transfer

amount is used in place of the transfer dummy, and the transfer amount does significantly

explain the likelihood of placing a down payment of 20 percent or more, with a large marginal

effect.

The results in Table 6 indicate that transfers allow households to reach higher down pay-

ment thresholds, lowering the effective cost of borrowing by avoiding the purchase of private

mortgage insurance or participating in costly and restrictive special borrowing programs.

The results also show that transfer behavior as measured by the transfer amount rather

than the transfer dummy has the most power in explaining which down payment category



households end up in. This is consistent with the vlew that parents and other relatives

choose specific transfer amounts to help households attain i0 and 20 percent down payment

thresholds that may give buyers more favorable terms on their mortgage.

5 Conclusion

The estimates in this paper show that transfer receipt is associated with a significant reduc-

tion in household saving: Households that receive such transfers save at a rate that is up to

seven percentage points lower, or a 39 to 49 percent lower household saving rate. Despite

saving at a much lower rate, transfer recipients still purchase their home 21 percent earlier

than non-recipients. Households also increase the value of the home purchased upon receiv-

ing a transfer, but by an amount that is much lower than would be possible if the transfer

were fully ]everaged. In addition, for each dollar of transfer received, households increase

the dollar amount of the down payment by 85 cents. Of the 85 cent increase in the down

payment, 26 cents go towards the increase in the down payment due to the $1,74 increase

in housing consumption. Finallyi much of the transfer-related increase in the down pay-

ment appears to be associated with households reaching 10 and 20 percent down payment

thresholds consistent with various mortgage market products.

Our findings are broadly consistent with those of Guiso and Jappelli (1995), who use

data from the 1991 Italian Survey of Household Income and Wealth. For Italy, they find

that transfers represent between 25 and 36 percent of household wealth accumulation and

that transfers reduce the time required tO save for the down payment by between one and

two years. There is evidence that transfers allow households to purchase larger homes as

We1!.29

;gGuiSo and Jappe!!i (1995) do not have a self-reported measure of time required to save the down payment
in the Italian Survey data. Instead, they calculate the time-co-save for each household in the survey as the
year of home purchase minus the year of birth minus ~wen~y-five. Since much of the variation in this measure
is due to age, it may overestimate the time it takes household to save the down payment, once they actively
start saving; this could be especially true for older households.
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The fact that a dummy variable representing transfer receipt has a much larger effect

on household saving and purchase behavior than the actual transfer amount is consistent

with the hypothesis that the transfer amount is reported with error or, more likely, that the

actual amount of the transfer is unknown until it arrives. In fact, the evidence is consistent

with relatives choosing the exact amount of the transfer to allow the household so achieve a

specific down payment threshold. Even though households may not know the exact amount

of the, transfer, however, they still appear to anticipate its receipt. For example, transfer

recipients adjust their time-to-save and saving rate several years prior to purchasing the

house.30

The interpretation of the results in this paper depends crucially on the relationship

between the probability of transfer receipt and the household savings rate. If relatives exclu-

sively ~arget low-savings-rate households for transfers, then the coei~cient on transfer receipt

ifl the savings rate equation will suggest a large savings offset because transfer recipients are

naturally low savers. That is, the transfer would be positively correlated with low savings

rates not because the availability of a transfer causes a change in individual savings behav-

ior, but that recipients would be low savers regardless of whether or not they had access

to a transfer. The existence of such a fixed effect, while plausible to some extent~ probably

does not explain why transfer recipients use much of the transfer to make a higher down

payment as opposed to saving less. If transfer recipients were low savers because they have

high discount rates or a more steeply-sloped future income profile, then they may be less

likely than non-recipients to use the transfer to increase the down payment, because doing

so would involve giving up more current consumption in order to get a lower interest rate.31

3°~ei] (1994) finds similar evidence in the PSID, showing that consumption is higher for households who
anticipate receiving a bequest.

ZiOn the other hand, if households with high discount rates or steeply-sloped future income profiles are
more likely than other households co be constrained by the obligation ratio requirement, then it may be
rational for low savers co use transfers to make a larger down payment and lower their mortgage debt and
morzgage payments. However, there is suhstan~ia! evidence from the mortgage literature that indicates that
the obligation r~tio requirement is not binding in practice. See Munnell et al. (1992), Zorn (1989), and
Linneman and Wachter (1989), for example.
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In addition, to the extent that low-saving households have a low marginal utility of con-

sumption~ such an effect is inconsistent with altruistically motivated transfers that, c~t~r~s

p~rib~s, would be targeted toward households with a high marginal utility of consumption.

The evidence in this paper cannot conclusively resolve this issue, however, and it is worthy

of future research.

The fact that a significant number of young households rely on their families to help

finance their first house may become increasingly important because~ on averag% older gen-

erations are increasingly getting wealthier and may have more resources available to help

their children purchase homes. ~As Bosworth~ Burtless, and Sabelhaus (1991) show~ savings

rates for young renters dropped the least of all groups from the 1970s to the 1980s as real

house prices rose, presumably because such households faced a higher down payment hur-

dle. During the past i0 years~ however~ relatives have contributed an increasing amount

to the down payment of first-time buyers. These factors suggest that saving rate of young

households may have fallen recently~ as family wealth substitutes for own savings in the

down payment. Additional research might also explore how the increasing spread in the in-

come (and thus family wealth) distribution has affected housing affordability for low-saving

housholds without wealthy families.
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Table I. Summary Statistics

All Transfer Non-
Sample: Households Recipients P~ecipients

Down Payment 13.6 15.0 13.3
Percent (12.2) (13.81 (!1.7)

Transfer as a Percent 11.5 52.8 0.0
of Down Payment (25.3) (27.3) (0.0)

Savings as a Percent 85.1 42.8 96.9
of Down Payment (28.7) (26.9) (14.7)

Time-to- S ave Down 3.5 2.9 3.7
Payment (Years) (4.3) (3.7) (4.5)

Obligation Ratio 0,.25 0.27 0.25
(Monthly Pmf/Inc) (0.12) (0.12) (0.12)

Real House Purchase 131.6 140.0 129.2
Price (Thousands) (93.0) (93.0) (93.0)

Real Income 55.9 53.9 56.4
(Thousands) (29.8) (27.0) (30.5)

Average Age 31.0 30.5 31.1
(Years) (5.9) (5.5) (6.0)

Dummy if Household 0.52 0.57 0.51
Lives in Coastal City (0,50) (0.50) (0.50)

Note: Standard deviations in parentheses, f-Statistics are in absolute value.

t-Statlstic for
Test of Means

1.81

30.47

2.66

2.66

1.63

1.28

1.30

1.77
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Table 1. (Continued)

Al! Transfer Non- t-Statistic for
S~mple: H~usel~olds l%ecipients Recipients Test of Means

Household Size 2.6 2.7 2.5 2.43

(~.~) (~.~) (~.~)

Dummy if 0.69 0.71 0.68 0.85
Married (0.46) (0.46) (0.47)

Dummy if Male 0.60 0.56 0.62 1.67
(o.so)

Dummy if Male* 0.42 0.40 0.43 0.71
Dummy if Married (0.49) (0.49) (0.49)

Dummy if Two- 0.44 0.43 0.44 0.18
Earner HousehoId (0.50) (0.50) (0.50)

Number of 1144 250 894 1144
Observations

Note: Standard errors in parentheses, t-Statistics are in absolute value.



Table 2.
of Transfers on the Savings Rate

Estimation Results o.f the Effect

Dependent Variable: Household Savings !~ate

Median House
Price ~o Income Ratio

Transfer Dummy

Transfer Amount
to Income Ratio

Dummy if
Married

Dummy if Male

Household Size

Dummy if Male*
Dummy if Married

(1)     (2’,     (a)     (4)

0.0085    0.00.88    0.0168    0.0169
(0.0035) (0.0036)(0.0020)(0.0021)

-0.069 -0.056
(0.013) (0.008)

-0.0435 -- -0.0275
(0.0213) (0.0123)

0.0062 0.0057 0.0050 0.0050
(0.023) (0.023) (0.013) (0.013)

0.0010 0.0009 0,0005 0.0028
(0.020) (0.020) (0.011) (0.012)

-0.0034 -0.0049 -0.0004 -0.0017
(0.0054) (0.0055)(0.0031)(0.0032)

-0.0070 -0.0080 -0.0054 -0.0061
(0.024) (0.025) (0.0!4) (0.014)

0.080 0.074 0.015 0.010
(0.041) (0.026) (0.015) (0.024)

Dummy if Less
than 25 Years Old

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 2. (Continued)

(1)     (2)     (3)
Dummy if 25-29 0.077 0.068
Years Old (0.038) (0.038)

0.022
(0.022)

0.002
(0.022)

-0.0006
(0.023)

0.0007
0.024)

0.0009
(0.008)

0.018
(0.008)

0,0068
0.0078)

0.032
(0.028)

Yes

Dummy if 30-34 0.054    0.049
Years Old (0.038) (0.038)

Dummy if 35-39 0.045 0.039
Years Old (0.040) (0.040)

Dummy if 40-49 0.046 0.043
Years Om (0.041) (0.042)

Dummy if Two- -0.014 -0.014
Earner Household (0.015) (0.015)

Dummy if Year 0.014 0.020
is 1988 (0.014) (0.014)

Dummy if Year 0.0004 0.0048
is 1990 (0.0135) (0,0137)

Constant 0.066     (].058
(0.048) (0.048)

City Dummies Yes Yes
Included?

(4)

0.015
(0.022)

0.003
(0.022)

-0.005
(0.023)

-0.002
(0.024)

(].0010
(o.oo~)

0.022
(0.008)

0.0103
(0.0079)

0.025
(0.028)

Yes

R-square 0.08 0.06 0.15 0.12

Number of 1144 1144 1144 1144

Observations

Note: Standard errors in parentheses,
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Table 3. Maximum Likelihood Estimates
of Effect of Transfers on Time-To-Save

Dependent Variable: Time-to-Save (Years)

Real Median House
Price (Thousands)

Transfer Dummy

Transfer Amounl
(Thousands)

Real Income
(Thousands)

Dummy if Married

Dummy if Male

Dummy if Male~

Dummy if Married

Household Size

Dummy if Less
than 25 Years Old

Dummy if 25-2~9
Years Old

Dummy if 30-34
Years Old

(1)

0.0056
(0.0028)

-0.7580
(o.o819)

-0.0086
(0.0011)

0.2378
(0.t364)

0.1880
(0.1192)

-0.0788
(0.1451)

-0.0137
(0.0320)

-1.578
(0.244)

-1.512
(o.219)

-0.684
(0.221)

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.

(2)

0.0051
(0.0028)

-0.0103
(0.0029)

-0.0083
(0.0012)

0.2368
(0.1362)

(].2181
(0.1!94)

-0.0867
(o.145o)

-0.0313
(0.0320)

-1.655
(0.243)

-1.609
(o.219)

-0.754
[0.220)
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Table 3. (Continued)

Dependent Variabte~ Time-to-Save (Years)

(1) (2)

Dummy if 35-39 -0.236 -0.300
Years Old (0.231) (0.231)

Dummy if 40-49 0.503 0.450
Years Old (0.239) (0.238)

Two-Barner -0.513 -0.511
Househom (0.082) (0.0SS)

Dummy if Year -0.423 -0.359
is 1988 (0.089) (0.089)

Dummy if Year -0.144 -0.085
is 1990 (0.0St) (0.087)

O onst an~ 4.877 4. 908

(0.597) (0.596)

City Dummies Yes Yes
Included7

Log Likelihood -3266.2 -3303.3

Number of 1144 1144

Observations

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 4. Estimation Results of the
Effect of Transfers on Down Payments

Dependent Down Total Amount
Variable: Payment Savings Borrowed
(Thousands) (D) (S) (B)

Rea! Median House 0.128 0.139
Price (Thousands) (0.051) (0.050)

-0.016
(0.014)

Transfer Amount 0.852 -0.140 -0.008
(Thousands)(o.052) (o.o51) (o.o14)
Real Income 0.239 0.243 -0.004
(ThoUsands) (0.021) (0.021) (0.006)

Dummy if 3.687 2.722 0.965
Married (2.414) (2.372) (0.660)

Dummy if Male 1.354 0.697 0.727
(2.122) (2.085) (0.580)

Dummy if Male*
Dummy if Married

-2.067 -1.224 -0.909
(2.572) (2.528) (0.703)

Household Size -0.762 -1.073 0.314
(0.572) (0.562) (0.156)

Dummy if Less -7.197 -7.586 0.382
than 25 Years Old (4.390) (4.314) (1.200)

Dummy if 25-29 -7.822 -7.492 -0.336
Years Old (3.987) (3.9]_8) (1.090)

Dummy if 30-34 -5;537 -5.462 -0.336
Years Old (4.0!0) (3.940) (1.096.)

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 4. (Continued)

Dependent
Variable:

D own Tot a!    Amount
Payment Savings Borrowed

(D) (S)

Dummy if 35-39 -5.090 -5.207 0.194
Years Old (4.191) (4.118) (1.146)

Dummy if 40-49 0.520 0.918 -0.405

Years Old (4.342) (4.266) (1.187)

Dummy if Two- -5.778 -5.156 -0.632

Earner Household (1.554) (1.527) (0.425)

Dummy if Year 0.225 0.734 -0.515

is !988 (1.570) (1.542) (0.429)

Dummy if Year 2.472 2.209 0.303

is 1990 (1.536) (1.510) (0.420)

Constant -6.503    -9.452
(10.645) (10.460)

City Dummies Yes Yes

Included?

2.970
(2.909)

Yes

Number o~ 1144 1144
Observations

1144

p-Value for Test of Restriction: 0.88

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 5. Estimation Results of the
Effect of Transfers on House Value

Dependent
Variable:

Real Median House
Price (Thousands)

Transfer Amount
(Thousands)

Real Income
(Thousands)

Dummy if Married

Real House
Price (Thousands)

Dummy if Male

Dummy if Male~

Dummy if Married

Household Size

Dummy if Less
than 25 Years Old

0.635
(0.188)

1.737
(0.192)

1.267
(.079)

4.599
(8.991)

-2.84!
(7.902)

-1.097
(9.578)

0.198
(2.131)

16.750
(16.347)

Dummy if 25-29 16.252
Years Old (14.844)

Dummy if 30-34 17.888
Years Old (14.929)

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 5. (Continued)

Dependent Real House
Variable: Price (Thousands)

Dummy if 35-39 30.296
Years Old (15.605)

Dummy if 40-49 27.061
Years Old (16.165)

Two Earner -6.469
Household (5.785)

Dummy if Year -14.465
is 1988 (5.845)

Dummy if Year -8.173
is 1990 (5.7!9)

Constant -55.740
(39.6.3].)

City Dummies Yes
Included?

0.41

Number of 1144
Observations

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table 6. Probit Estimation Results

Dependent
Variable:

Dummy if I0~
or More Down

Dummy if 20%
or More Down

(1)    (2)     (3)     (4)     (5)     (6)

Transfer Dummy 0.223
(0.104)
[0.076]

0.164
(0.101)
[o.o56]

0.107
(0.115)
[0.043]

Transfer Amount 0.085
(Thousands) (0.018)

[0.275]

0.049 0.037
(0.007) (0.007)
[0.228] ]0.186]

Real Median House 0.005 0.005
Price (Thousands) (0.002) (0.004)

0.0008 o.ooi -o.ooo7 -o.ooo4
(o.oo3) (o.oo3) (o.0o4) (o.o04)

Real Income 0.005 0.005 0.0017 0.0021 0.0004 0.0010
(Thousands) (0.002) (0.002)(0.00t4)(0.00!4)(0.0016) (0.0016)

DUmmy if Married

Dummy if Male

0.189 0.192 0.271 0.290 % 0.213 0.234
(0.172) (0.176) (0.172) (0.177) ~!@].205) (0.209)

0.312 0.333 0.046 0.074 -0.122 -0.094
(0.153) (0.156) (0.152) (0.155) (0.177) (0.180)

Dummy if Male* -0.236 -0.238
Dummy if Married (0.185) (0.188)

-0.097 -0.108 -0.008 -0.0!9
(0.185) (0.189) (0.213) (0.217)

Household Size -0.055
(o.o4~)

Dummy if Less ,0.822
than 25 Years Old (0.356)

Dummy if 25,29 -0.759
Years Old .~ (0.332)

-0.067 , -0.044 -0.057 -0.025 -o.03g
(0.041) (0.040) (0.041) (0,047) (0.048)

-0.888 -0,623 -0.701 -0.417 -0.480
(0.%0) (0.312) (0.321) (0.343) (0.333)

.0.821 -0.351 -o.sss -0.364 -0.382
(0.335) (0.278) (0.284) (0.304) (0.~09)

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. The marginal effect of receiving a transfer is in

brackets. In columns 2, 4, and"6 the marginal effect is for the mean transfer of $12,700.

Columns 5 and 6 include only purchasers with a down payment of at least 10 percent.
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Dependent

Va.rlable:

Table 6,

Dummy if 10~
or More Down

(Continued)

Dummy if 20%
or More Down

(i)    (2)    (3)    (4)    (5)    (6)

Dummy if 30-34 -0.521 -0.585 -0.409 -0.455 -0.303 -0.333
Years Old (0.333) (0.337)(0.279)(0.285)(0.306) (0.31!)

Dummy if 35-39 -0.289 -0.316 -0.211 -0.208 -0.i87 -0.!71
Years Old ~(0.345) (0.350)(0.290)(0.295)(0.317) (0.322)

Dummy if 40-49 -0.144 -0.220    0.041    0.009 0.053 0.057
Years Old (0.358) (0.3BO)(0.301)(0.307)(0.331)(0.336)

Two-Earner -0.159 -0.161 -0.401 -0.438 -0.410 -0.449
Household (0.112) (0.114) (0.110)(0.112) (0.128) (0.129)

Dummy if Year 0.263 0.263 0.122    0.097 -0.0001 -0.023
i81988 (0.110) (0.112)(0.1t5)(0.!17) (0.136)(0.!38)

Dummy if Year 0.169 0.158 0.192 0.179 0.165 0.165
i81990 (0.109) (0.110)(0.113)(0.t14)(0.133)(0.136)

City Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Included?

Yes

Log Likelihood -608.2 -588.4 -603.5 -573.5    -475.0 -457.0

Number of !144 1!44 1144 1144 756 756
Observations

Note: Standard errors in parentheses.
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